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ABSTRACT: Recent Canterbury earthquakes have proven the inadequacy of the seismic
design of current suspended ceilings. Significant financial loss was reported following the
earthquake, as buildings were marked inoperable and businesses were interrupted during
massive ceiling repairs or replacements. This highlights the need for an alternative ceiling
system which is capable of avoiding losses of similar scale in future earthquakes.
This paper presents research undertaken to investigate the feasibility of a ‘fully-floating’
ceiling system design. The system incorporates an unrestrained ceiling, suspended from
the floor above via steel wires. These steel wires, effectively having no lateral stiffness,
allow for the safe dissipation of seismic energy. The flexibility also prevents the transfer
of seismic forces from the floor above to the ceiling grid, resulting in minimal stresses
sustained by the ceiling grid during ground excitations. However, there will invariably be
relative displacement between the floor and the ceiling. Gaps will hence need to be
provided around the perimeter of the ceiling to accommodate the building’s drift
movements. The system was modelled using simple pendulums. Effect of suspended
mass, hanging length, excitation frequency and excitation amplitude on ceiling’s
performance was evaluated. Analytical and experimental models were subjected to
seismic excitations and qualitative conclusions were drawn on correlations between these
factors and the likely response of a fully floating ceiling.
Based on the results obtained, the proposed system at this stage looks feasible and able to
meet the design requirements stipulated in NZS1170.5. The preliminary investigation
indicates the need of a 0.15 m perimeter gap together with an elastomeric strip provided
to limit damage in case the ceiling displacement demand exceeded the clearance
provided.
1 INTRODUCTION
Building assessments following the 2011 Canterbury earthquakes reveal that current suspended ceiling
systems in New Zealand handle seismic activity extremely poorly (MacRae et al. 2011).The failure
and subsequent collapse of a ceiling not only poses a major threat to the lives of the building’s
occupants, but also leads to substantial financial losses. These losses can make up to 14% of a
building’s total repair cost for a representative RC office building as shown by Bradley (2009) and are
then even further compounded by the loss of functionality of the building even when the structural
integrity is intact.
The type of seismic damage sustained by a ceiling varies between buildings. However, common trends
include one or the combination of the following; Grid damage, Perimeter damage, Tile dropout and
Interaction with mechanical services.
There currently exist two main types of suspended ceiling systems. These are the ‘floating’ and the
‘perimeter-fixed’ systems shown in Figures 1a and 1b respectively. Perimeter-fixed ceilings extend to
the wall face and are attached to two adjacent walls (or to all four walls in some cases) by means of a
riveted angle connection fixed to the surrounding structure. The ceiling grid is also hung by steel wires
attached to the floor above. Floating ceilings, on the other hand utilise the same suspended mechanism
but are instead braced to the above structure, using angled members. Both ceiling systems use fully-
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fixed latteral bracingg connection
ns. These coonnections alllow for thee accumulatiion of seism
mic forces
along thhe ceiling grrid and/or th
he braces, w
which are th
hen transmittted to the ssurrounding wall (in
perimeteer-fixed systeems) or the floor
f
(in floaating system
ms). If these forces
f
are strrong enough
h, damage
will resuult in the ceeiling members. It is theerefore clearr that revisio
ons to ceilinng system design are
needed iin order to prrevent the haazardous maanner in whicch current sy
ystems responnd when sub
bjected to
seismic eexcitations.
The prooposed ‘fullyy-floating’ ceiling
c
system
m, shown in
n Figure 1cc, builds on the currentt floating
system. IIt excludes thhe angled brrace connectiions to allow
w the ceiling to act as a sim
imple pendullum; with
the undeerlying conceept being thaat ceiling susspension wires are design
ned to take th
the axial load
d but will
have neggligible laterral stiffness. Then, accorrding to classsic pendulum mechaniccs, none of th
he forces
induced in the floor slab above will
w be transsferred to thee suspended ceiling masss. Also, as th
he lateral
stiffness is zero, funndamental principles of structural dynamics
d
ind
dicate that thhe ceiling sh
hould not
experiennce any absollute displacement and wiill essentially
y remain in th
he same posiition.

(a) Floating

(b) Perimeter-fixed

(c) Fully-floatiing

Figure 1. S
Suspended ceeilings types

Providedd that sufficcient gaps are
a present on the outeer edge of the
t ceiling tto accommo
odate the
building’s inter-storeey drift disp
placements, tthere should be no contaact between the ceiling edge and
perimeteer walls. Wiithout this contact,
c
therre can be no
o transfer of seismic foorce to the wall and
ultimatelly no damagge will occur in the ceilinng or perimetter walls. Ho
owever, the aauthors suspect that a
pendulum
m mass hungg by a laterallly flexible w
wire may nott actually rem
main undistuurbed (as predicted by
dynamiccs theory) whhen subjected
d to dynamicc excitations at the suppo
ort. Another m
main issue associated
a
with thiss concept is the
t phenomeenon of resonnance. If the frequency of
o an excitatiion is close enough
e
to
that of thhe pendulum
m’s natural freequency, theen displacement amplificaation may occcur.
The goal is hence too investigate the architecttural and stru
uctural practticality of the
he proposed system
s
in
withstannding seismicc excitations. This was ddone by cond
ducting a serries of prelim
minary tests to firstly
gain an uunderstandinng of how vaarious param
meters such as
a mass, hanging length, excitation amplitude
a
and exciitation frequeency affect a simple moddel of the fu
ully floating ceiling systeem. The key factor in
determinning the feasibility of thee design is thhe peak displlacement resp
ponse of the model undeer seismic
responses arre small enou
excitatioon. The desiggn will be considered fea sible if the displacement
d
ugh to be
containeed and the haanging length
h is within a ppractical ran
nge.
2 MAT
TERIALS
Both anaalytical invesstigations and experimenntal tests werre conducted on a fully-flloating ceilin
ng system
model. H
However, as a preliminary investigatiion a few sim
mplifications were made tto the model.
It was firrstly assumeed that each hanging
h
wiree along with its suspended panel coulld be approxiimated as
a pendullum mountedd from the floor
f
above, as shown in
n Figure 2. The
T collectivve mass of th
he ceiling
tiles andd grid were thhen considereed as the lum
mped mass off the pendulu
um.

Figure 2. Ideal
I
simplificcation of fully
y-floating ceiiling system
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The second simplification was to only consider one-directional motion to reduce the time requirements
of modelling, analysis and testing. This would also eliminate torsional effects which are difficult to
model and quantify from a technical perspective, and arguably not required at this stage. Furthermore,
the ceiling was assumed to be mounted on a rigid one-storey frame to avoid the inclusion of errors due
to the effect of structural properties on acceleration propagation along height.
2.1 Analysis
The ceiling model shown in Figure 2 was analytically modelled using the Open System for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) software developed by McKenna et al. (2006) at the University of
Berkeley. Ground motion excitations of the PEER format were applied to the model.
2.2 Experiment
The experimental setup of the pendulum model involves the use of the hydraulic shake-table at the
University of Canterbury. The apparatus consists of incremental barbell weights, steel wire and
fluorescent stickers required for the motion-tracking of the system. The wire is attached to the steel
frame assembled on the hydraulic shake-table. It was then fed through a small hole before being
looped around itself to create a simple pin joint. The shake-table is capable of replicating uniaxial prerecorded ground motion excitations as well as sinusoidal excitations within certain displacement and
velocity limits. Testing schedules were carried out to investigate the effects of the parameters
identified in Section 1, on the behaviour of the system; specifically the maximum displacement
response and corresponding period of oscillation. All trials were recorded with a high-speed digital
camera, which were then analysed using motion-tracking software developed by Hendrick (2008). The
raw data produced from the motion-tracking software was then further analysed in Microsoft Excel to
obtain displacement response histories for the suspended mass.
3 METHODOLOGY
Pre-recorded earthquake acceleration histories were obtained from the PEER Ground Motion Database
(2011). Ground motions shown in Table 1 were chosen from a wide range of locations, dates and
magnitudes so as to encompass variations in the local soil condition and fault type.
Table 1. Ground motion records used in testing

Location

Year

Richter
Scale
Magnitude

Record
PGA (g)

Chalfant Valley

1986

5.8

0.06

Chi Chi

1999

7.5

0.15

Coalinga

1983

6.4

0.23

Edgecombe

1987

6.6

0.04

Imperial Valley

1940

6.9

0.31

Kobe

1995

6.9

0.03

Livermore

1980

5.8

0.07

Loma Prieta

1987

6.9

0.10

Lyttelton

2011

6.3

0.49

Mammoth
Lakes

1980

6.1

0.42

Northridge

1994

5.1

0.01
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3.1 Analytical Modelling
An OpenSees command file was written to model the pendulum approximation of the ceiling. The
model contained a fixed displacement node which was free to rotate about one axis, representing a
point on the one-storey rigid frame from which a hanging wire would be attached. A second node was
then located directly below the first at a specifiable distance free to move both horizontally and
vertically, to represent the lumped pendulum mass. The distance between the second and the first node
represented the pendulum length. The two nodes were connected by a ‘truss’ element which was
assigned the properties of a typical steel wire. The wire was given negligible stiffness in compression
to mimic ‘slack’. The pendulum length was set to 0.5m. A mass of 10kg was used to represent typical
600 by 600mm lightweight ceiling tiles weighing approximately 5kg with a hanger spacing of 0.9m.
The model was then subjected to the ground motions shown in Table 1, with the excitations being
applied at the pendulum base. In a real ceiling these excitations however will not be exactly the ones
induced by the earthquake motion, as the structure modifies them when transferring the motion in
height and through different elements. The lateral displacement of the pendulum mass, the base
reaction force as well as the axial force within the pendulum were recorded for each simulation.
3.2 Experimental Testing
The four factors suspected to affect the behaviour of the pendulum system were each investigated
separately.
Mass
The suspended mass values tested were 3kg, 5kg and 7.5kg. This range was specifically chosen to
represent the varying weight of the ceiling tiles and hanger spacing. A constant wire length of 0.5m
was used throughout the investigation.
For each individual mass, the excitations applied by the shake-table were:
Livermore - Scaled to 0.1g, 0.3g, 0.5g, 0.7g
Lyttelton - Scaled to 0.1g
Excitation Amplitude
For a pendulum system with a constant mass and length of 5kg and 0.5m respectively, the Livermore
ground motion excitation was scaled down to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.07g (unscaled) to investigate the
effects of different excitation acceleration amplitudes on the response of the suspended mass. The
procedure was also repeated with a different mass of 3kg.
Length
The experiments concerning the effect of pendulum length involved the testing of five different wire
lengths ranging from 0.2m to 1.0m in 0.2m increments. A constant weight of 5kg was maintained
throughout the experiments. For each length, the ground motions applied were;
Loma Prieta - Scaled to 0.1g
Chalfant Valley – Scaled to 0.1g
Excitation Frequency
Investigations into the effect of excitation frequency on the response behaviour of the pendulum model
were conducted with sinusoidal excitations to evaluate the significance of resonance.
For any given pendulum system, the natural period (T), frequency (f) and angular frequency (ω) are
related by Equation 1.

Tn =

1 2π
=
= 2π
f n ωn

l

(1)

g

Where l is the pendulum length in meters and g is the gravitational constant.
For the phenomenon of resonance to occur, the excitation frequency must be close to that of the
4

pendulum
m’s natural frequency.
f
A pendulum system with
h a mass of 5kg
5 and wiree length of 0.5m
0
was
used. Thhis gives a naatural period of Tn = 1.422s and naturaal frequency of
o fn = 0.71H
Hz.
Concernning sinusoiddal excitatio
ons, the accceleration, velocity
v
and displacemeents induced
d can be
described with the foollowing relaationships:

displacement = A sin
s (ωt )
velocityy = Aω cos(ωt )

(2)

accelerration = − Aω 2 sin (ωt )

Where A is the displlacement am
mplitude in m
meters, ω is th
he excitation
n frequency iin rads-1 and
d t is time
in seconds.
i evident that the amplittude and hen
nce displacem
ment must vaary to ensuree the peak
From Eqquation 2, it is
accelerattion remains constant thrroughout the tests. The vaalues used arre shown in T
Table 2 and allow for
the peakk accelerationn to remain constant
c
at 0..1g.
Table 2. Sha ke-table inpu
ut parameters

Req
quired
Exciitation

D
Displacemen
nt
(mm)

Frequ
uency
(H
Hz)

0.6
6 x fn

139

0.4
42

0.8
8 x fn

78

0.5
56

1.0
0 x fn

50

0.7
71

1.2
2 x fn

35

0.8
85

1.4
4 x fn

26

0.9
99

1.6
6 x fn

20

1.1
13

4 RESU
ULTS & DISCUSSION
N
4.1 Anaalytical Resu
ults & Discu
ussion
The relaative displaceement of thee pendulum m
mass was ob
btained for each
e
of the gground motio
ons. This
was thenn compared with the in
nput displaceement of th
he ground motion
m
to det
etermine the absolute
displacem
ment of the pendulum mass.
m
The abssolute displaacement of pendulum maass was deterrmined to
be zero ffor each of thhe ground motions as thee input displaacement was equal and oppposite to th
he relative
displacem
ment of the pendulum mass.
m
This is illustrated in
n Figure 3 which
w
shows a plot of the relative
mass dissplacement and
a the input displacemennt from the ground
g
motio
on.
The resuults of analyttical modelliing indicate that regardleess of the ex
xcitation appllied to the flloor from
which thhe ceiling is suspended, the
t ceiling w
will not experrience any ab
bsolute movvement. As su
uspected,
this resuult was howeever, in contrrary to the reesults from experimental
e
tests with thhe shake-table, which
are descrribed in the following
f
secction.

Figure 3. In
nput and rela
ative mass dissplacement frrom analytica
al modelling iin OpenSees
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4.2 Exp
perimental Results
R
& Discussion
D
Effects oof Mass: By varying the magnitudes of the suspeended mass while
w
keepingg all other paarameters
constantt, it was fouund that as mass increaases, the maaximum disp
placement off the pendu
ulum also
increasess. Figure 4 below show
ws the resullting maxim
mum displaceements for each ground
d motion
applied.

Figure 5. Fourier transfforms for thee
Lyttelton
L
2011 and Liverm
more 1980 GM
Ms

Figure 4. Maximum disp
placement
response foor the varying
g masses

gure 4 the rrelationship between maximum disp
splacement and
a mass
From thhe results pllotted in Fig
appears to be non-linnear in naturre. The fact that the disp
placement in
ncreases withh mass is un
nexpected
howeverr its effect onn the peak displacement
d
is relatively
y small. As such
s
the influuence of maass on the
model’s displacemennt response can
c be considdered negligiible.
nd Livermoree (0.3g) grouund motions are very
The maxximum displacements for the Lytteltton (0.1g) an
similar aas shown in Figure 4, despite havinng different peak
p
accelerations. This can be expllained by
examininng the Fourier transforms of each groound motion
n (Fig. 5). Th
he Lyttelton gground motion (0.1g)
has a sm
maller Fourierr amplitude but
b the naturral frequency
y of the pend
dulum is closse to the midd
dle of the
dominannt frequency range of thee excitation. The Liverm
more ground motion (0.33g) on the otther hand
has a sliightly higherr Fourier amp
plitude but tthere is a wider dominan
nt frequency range which
h reduces
the effecct of frequenccy resonancee.
Concernning the effect of mass on
o the periood of oscillattion, it was found that vvarying mass did not
affect thhe system’s period
p
of osscillation. Fiigure 6 show
ws the period
ds of oscillaation both du
uring the
excitatioon as well as post-excitation for the m
mass values tested.
t
It can
n be seen thatt the period stays at a
somewhat constant value
v
for each ground m
motion excitaation induced. Thus it caan be conclu
uded that
changes in mass had little effect on
o the naturaal frequency of the pendu
ulum.

Figure 6. Comparison
C
of mass and period
p
for va
arious GMs

Effects of Excitatioon Amplitud
de: By scal ing the Liveermore grou
und motion tto various maximum
m
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accelerattion values and applying
g them to tw
wo pendulum
ms of differeent masses, it was foun
nd that as
excitatioon amplitudee increased the
t resultingg peak displaacement resp
ponse also iincreased. There
T
is a
strong poositive correlation between these twoo parameters,, and the tren
nd appears too be linear (F
Fig.7).

Figgure 7. Effectt of increasing Max excitaation
ampllitude on the pendulum’s Max displaceement

Figure 8. Observed
O
osciillation period
ds
for diffeerent Max accceleration.

The observed periodds of oscillaation for eacch excitation
n tested are shown
s
in Fiigure 8. At low
l
peak
accelerattion values, there
t
seems to be considderable variattions between observed pperiods of osscillation.
This is eespecially thee case for thee 3kg mass, w
where the peeriod is shortter. Howeverr, this variatiion could
be the reesult of unideentified errorrs in experim
mental testing
g.
Effect of Pendulum
m Length: While
W
keepingg all pendulum
m parameterrs constant buut varying th
he length,
its effectt on the penddulum’s behaaviour couldd be determin
ned. Two gro
ound motionns were used to excite
the moddel. These were
w
chosen
n based on their Fouriier transform
ms such thaat one had minimal
amplification over thhe natural freequencies off the pendulu
ums and the other such tthat it had siignificant
amplification. Shownn in Figure 9 are the maxximum displlacement resp
ponses as a ffunction of pendulum
p
length foor each grouund motion. It is worthw
while to notee that the peak displacem
ment obtaineed for the
pendulum
m length off 0.8 m and
d Loma Prieeta ground motion
m
is co
onsidered to be an outliier as its
magnitudde cannot be
b explained
d. The Chaalfant Valley
y displacem
ment responsses indicate a linear
relationsship, while the
t Loma Prrieta ground motion app
pears to follo
ow an almosst bell shapeed curve.
However, excluding the 0.8m vaalue for Lom
ma Prieta gro
ound motion, the dominaant trend is in
ncreasing
and lineaar.
Effects oof Excitation
n Frequency
y
By applyying sinusoiddal excitation
ns while keepping all otheer parameterss constant, a plot of the frequency
f
ratio andd peak displaacement response was obttained and sh
hown in Figu
ure 10.

Figure 10. Peeak displacem
ment response
for sinusoidal excitation with varying
g
frrequency ratiios

9 Maximum pendulum
p
Figure 9.
displacemeent responsess for varying
peendulum leng
gths
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The distribution of results in Figure 10 indicates an asymmetrical relationship when considering the
distribution about a frequency ratio of 1.0.Firstly by examination of the peak displacements obtained
from the frequency ratio range of 0.6 to 1.0, displacements seem to be increasing in a linear fashion
with a steep gradient. A decreasing linear trend can be seen in the 1.2 to 1.6 frequency ratio range.
However, there is a significant drop between values with a similar albeit negative slope. At this stage
it is difficult to conclude the exact relationship between excitation frequency ratio and displacement
response; however it is clear that the phenomena of resonance drastically amplifies the displacement
response.
5 CONCLUSIONS
As the proposed floating ceiling design is essentially a uniform arrangement of multiple hangers, the
results obtained from these preliminary investigations are to an extent, expected to apply to the full
design.
The analytical modelling of a single ceiling hanger suggested the ceiling would remain in place with
zero absolute displacement regardless of the excitations applied to the slab above. However, the
experimental testing with a hydraulic shake-table demonstrated that this was not the case.
Based on the results presented, resonance has a strong influence on the peak displacement of the
model. The effect of resonance is observed in ground motion excitation depending on the frequency
content information provided by Fourier amplitude of the ground motion at the model’s natural
frequency.
The effect of mass on the response of the model was found to only be minor. Upon the increase of the
suspended mass from 3 kg to 5 kg, only an average difference of 8 mm was observed. In addition the
period of oscillation remained unaffected.
Upon increasing peak acceleration for a given ground motion excitation, a positive linear correlation
with peak displacement response was observed. However this trend is not absolute as the peak
displacement of the model was shown to be a function of both peak acceleration and frequency
content.
To interpret what these outcomes mean to actual ceilings, a typical maximum hanging length of 0.5m
is assumed so as not to impede on the available inter-storey height. The design response coefficient
was calculated for a building in Christchurch, for which the resulting design response acceleration determined to meet serviceability requirements was 0.17g. By comparing this with the peak accelerations
applied in the tests and the resulting peak displacements the approximate peak displacement to be expected from this would be no greater than 0.15m. This conclusion is only relevant to the case and conditions provided in this study. Further investigation into the effect of the modified motions from the
structure is needed to make more firm conclusions. In the meantime and for the experiment presented,
providing a gap of up to 0.15m around the ceiling’s perimeter is within reasonable limits and hence it
can be concluded that the concept of a fully floating ceiling system is feasible in meeting serviceability
limit state requirements. It is proposed that the perimeter gap be covered by an architectural angle. In
order to provide a degree of redundancy to the ceiling system an elastomeric strip can be affixed to the
angle at the possible point of contact between the ceiling and wall. This would serve to dissipate energy and hence reduce potential damage should the displacement of the ceiling attempt to exceed that
provided by the perimeter gap in severe earthquakes.
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